
CREATE A VASTU FULL
MOON ALTAR FOR

ABUNDANCE IN ALL THINGS
B Y  R O B I N  A N D  M I C H A E L  M A S T R O

C R E A T E A F U L L M O O N A L T A R

In Vedic teachings, the night of the full moon holds great significance because whatever good intention

is initiated as the moon grows into its fullness will be auspicious and provide beneficial results. Here is a

powerful technique you can do each month on the night (or day) leading up to when the moon reaches

its fullest point that enhances positive change and ensures your days will be filled with grace and ease.

V A S T U C R E A T I O N S . C O M



CREATE A VASTU FULL MOON ALTAR

FOR ABUNDANCE IN ALL THINGS

The Full Moon Altar is based on the principles of Vastu, the Vedic
science of building in harmony with nature. An altar created in the
tradition of Vastu balances the five elements within the environment
and the physical body. Altars bring beauty into your surroundings. 

Once created, they have great power to call forth change and the
support you have longed for. You can create altars alone or within a
larger group to connect more deeply with the potent energies
available at the time of the full moon.



Weather permitting; prepare the area for your altar outside. If you are creating an inside altar, it

can be created on a table, windowsill or even your kitchen counter.

The colors gold and green should be represented in some of the items you place on the altar.

The water element in the northeast can be a bowl of water and/or a vase of fresh cut flowers

in colors that correspond to the altar. You can also use silk flowers. Your bowl or vase can be

clear or lightly colored. If using fresh flowers, make sure you keep them alive and as beautiful as

you wish your dreams to become.

Use a green or gold candle in the southeast to represent the fire element. Incense can also be

used in this area.

Use stones or crystals in the southwest in green or golden colors to represent the earth element.

You may also use a small statue or symbol that represents abundance to you. In the Vedic

tradition, Lakshmi is the goddess of abundance. You may also use a potted, blooming plant to

represent this element.

For the air element in the northwest, use a standing wind chime, a fan or feather. Incense can

also be used in this area.

Place a dish or plate that is gold colored metal, a gold or green colored glass dish, or a small

clear glass plate at the center of your altar to represent your offering tray and the space

element.

You can add items to your offering tray that represent abundance to you such as paper money,

coins, gems, pieces of jewelry, etc.

On a small, unlined piece of paper distill into three words the feelings you would like to

experience. Words like “peace”, “healing”, “love”, “abundance”, “success”, or “grace” have

greater power in this circumstance than a laundry list of what you believe is wrong and needs

attending. Your offering tray is the place to connect to and offer your dreams and deepest

longings to All That Is.

Include a personal symbol that you place in the center of your altar in back of the offering. This

can be a statue, photograph, collage, or picture that inspires feelings of abundance, joy,

fulfillment, and/or happiness.

NOTE: The Full Moon Altar is created and the activation ceremony offered below
should be done during the day or evening leading up to when the moon is at its
fullest. You can go online to find the exact time. The altar can either be disassembled
a day or two after the full moon or it can be kept up throughout the month. If you
decide to keep your altar up throughout the month, perform this ceremony anew
before each full moon.



Stand or kneel in front of your altar.

Light the candle or incense if you have them on your altar.

If you included bells or chimes on your altar, ring them to purify the energy in the environment. The
sound brings focused awareness to the present moment.

In your right hand, hold the unlined, piece of paper written that contains your three words on it and
take ten to twelve long, slow, deep breaths in and out through the nose.

Experience the feeling of having what you desire, not any specifics, but feelings like happiness,
peace, love and so on.

Place the paper in the offering tray.

Using your right hand, extend your small (pinky) finger and your index finger, folding in the other two
fingers against your palm, placing your thumb over the top of these two fingers to hold them in place.
This is a Vedic hand position called a mudra. This specific mudra moves energy towards your
intention.

With your hand in this mudra, facing the altar, move your arm forward and back nine times.

Each time you extend your arm toward your altar, say the moon mantra with passion and intensity:
Mantra: 

Once you have completed this process, your altar is ignited.

Take time each day to acknowledge and admire your altar as this also helps stimulate it and keeps it
activated.

Activation Ceremony for 
Your Full Moon Altar 

Om Maha Lakshmaya Namaha 
Phonetic Pronunciation: Om Ma-ha Lak-sh-maya Na-ma-ha

May the benevolent, universal force alive in all things -–alive within you- -
bring you the fulfillment of your heart’s desires with grace and ease

throughout the coming year and beyond. 

To boost the activation of your altar, print and place the Moon Yantra (see last
page) in your offering tray before you begin the activation ceremony



Altars of Power and Grace 
Create the Life You Desire 

Winner of TEN national literary awards including
Spirituality Book of the Year (USA Book News) and
Self-Help Book of the Year (Coalition of Visionary
Resources – COVR), Altars of Power and
Grace brings you the power and beauty of altars
using the sacred science of Vastu Shastra, India’s
Feng Shui. 

Enlightening and informative, this book is treasured
by thousands around the world. With easy and
concise instructions readers learn to maximize
potential and attract Universal Support to enliven
their surroundings while transforming their lives.

Learn how to create specific altars that fulfill
your individual desires:
Love, Relationships, and Marriage 
Abundance and Financial Prosperity
Health and Well-Being
Career Success and Recognition
Creativity and Spirituality

Check out our Multi Award-Winning book!
Limited Time Offer!

Buy Now

Yearly Astrological Predictions via Zoom

Guidance for planning when to and not to invest,
Indicators for saving and spending
When to avoid risks
Times to be more conscious about health, happiness, travel, success in
business, and relationships.
Receive your predictions for the next year via e-mail before your
scheduled zoom reading and more...

Are you curious what this year has in store for you?

Transformational Jyotish Astrology reveals difficult planetary periods and
challenges that everyone experiences from time to time. 

You will Learn:

Learn More

https://www.vastucreations.com/product-page/altars-of-power-and-grace
https://www.vastucreations.com/bookings-checkout/yearly-astrological-predictions-via-zoom


Here is your downloadable Moon Yantra 




